
care, the number of patients who are assigned to aggressive ambition and hence loses many with the government have offered the following, which
generalists is far lower than the number Marsh more caring qualities, an emphasis that the women is what every junior doctor wants?
proposes. Thus Marsh's statement that what in our care would doubtless reverse. In addressing (1) Non-medical staff trained to carry out
should be done can be done in half the number of these problems the college must clarify its attitude phlebotomy, intravenous drug administration,
visits is not supported by the American experience, to research and ensure that training can be electrocardiography, portering, and routine
We have half the number of visits, twice the cost completed within the NHS. clerical work and to find empty beds.
for the same level of care, and far less effective DAVID HOWE (2) Overtime pay equal to daytime rates.
prevention than in the United Kingdom. Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, (3) A half day off work after a busy night on call.
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care compared with what is available in other
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ore prisknrthe ios ofapatintjor aseterof patheionHrs- SIR,-The question asked of trainees at a recenttherigoodhwills of patestaowardeo thei gNeral meeting at the Royal College of Obstetricianspattieones.wlofptettoadtergnal and Gynaecologists' -"What's wrong with the
practitioners.JOHNFREY specialty of obstetrics and gynaecology?"-has a SIR,-As.a junior hospital doctor, I believe that
DepartmentofFamil ~ ~ ~JMedicine,Y relatively simple answer. There is nothing wrong once again we are about to be let down by the
DepartmentofFamilvMedicine, BMA,othisuoforsfwrk'IWaUniversity of North Caroli~na at ChapelHill, with the specialty but a good deal wrong with its o h su fhuso ok'2Wa

Campus Box 7595, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7595, perception. hospital management is going to agree to pay
United States ~~~~~Input addropout rtsotaieshvben doctors 100% of basic pay for out of hours work in a

well documented in the college's manpower reports full shift system when it can get away with paying
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recent issue devoted to the inadequacies of post- and job sharing should improve the quality of life because of the hours required and risk a period of
graduate training in obstetrics and gynaecology.'" (a major issue, according to trainees), unemployment with a gap in their curriculum vitae
It is a severe indictment of the specialty that a third The success of these policies depends much on to explain.
of those who become members of the Royal College the enthusiasm and commitment of trainers. The suggestion that prospective cover should be
of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists then leave, Present consultants brought up on long, unrealistic inlddnayagem ttoruchussowa

having completed the worst phase of training, hours of duty and years of residency may justifiably complete lack of understanding of the situation.
When all doctors take their full allowance of annualwhen work for examinations is combined with long ask how their future colleagues will gain necessary and study leave a 1 in 3 rota with prospective cover
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structure that Susan M Blunt reports.' It was clear answer lies in a more methodical approach akin to with prospective cover is a 1 in 3 rota 70% of the
that one of the major hurdles facing trainees that in the United States, where a licence for
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has not been recognised: it is presently almost independent practice is usually achieved by the protaec86% ofvter timeandull a 1in 6rota willbth
impossible to train fully within the NHS to become age of 33 after formal structured training but prospectivfteoear,hniisatal a1 in5 rotafo allibu
a consultant. the specialist is then monitored by mandatory twouwees ofthet yetosar, whvenrtisa1ing4h rota.e Thiso

Progression to senior registrar level is blocked if continuing medical education and even recertifica-_ sue htdcosaecvrn h ev nyo
you do not leave the NHS to spend time in tion-ideas already being seriously considered by daytosareno thsaken rontnal days, andslvs thatnoioeu
research. Blunt made only a passing reference to the college.-dy r o ae no cl as n htn n

this, and a paper presented at the college meeting Far from being inactive, the college is alive with goes off sick.
suggested erroneously that second degrees were fresh and innovative ideas aimed at raising and Until excessive hours are prohibited by the high
unnecessary as few senior registrars had them. maintaining the profile of obstetrics and gynae- cost to employers or legislation they will remain.
The wrong question had been asked. Almost all cology, and the successful listening exercise, DENISE M I C WAWMAN
successful applicants for recent senior registrar initiated by the president, showed an encouraging Department of Medicine,
posts have spent time in research posts whether or positive attitude. Finally, Susan M Blunt's call -for New Cross Hospital,
not they have completed their MD. increasing the numbers of consultants' is central Wolverhampton WVlIO OQP
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charitable funds to support them in research unless training must seize every opportunity to persuade 2 Beecham L. BMA recommended "affordable" out of hours pay.
they work in infertility or menopause clinics in the those with influence to accept this premise. BMJ7 1992;304:57. (4 January.)
private sector. Most trainees suffer a large cut in PETER SAUNDERS
salary during this period, which places a heavy Chairman, Recruitment Study Group,
financial burden on those with families to support. Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists,
When they compare themselves with their con- Ashford Hospital,Corcin
temporaries at university, comfortably established Mliddlesex TW15 3AACorcin
in general practice, many leave the specialty. Dogs that bite
The college and the NHS management must Blunt SMN. Training in obstetrics. BMJ, 1991;303:1416. g
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